
WSOR AGM 2016 – Chairman’s Report. 

It is my second year as Chairman and I am pleased overall with the progress that the Society has made in 

what in many ways has been a difficult season. I can only praise all those that have helped out with the 

running of the Society, especially those on the Exec, you have all done a fantastic job, and we must be 

the envy of many. 

The season started with an excellent full day training event organised by Ryan Smith. The weather put a 

dampener on the afternoon but I am sure that everyone who attended got a great deal out of it. The 

quality of the speakers was of the highest order and the work that the match observers did on their 

report writing skills and using WTR meant that the Grading Committee got a far more meaningful and 

worthwhile data set for their deliberations over the season. I hope that this pre-season event will be an 

annual thing.  

Then came the World Cup which meant that appointments struggled to cover all the games during that 

period. Not only did the membership attend matches in droves, but every game I went to I met 

members acting as volunteers, and all doing an excellent job. Appointing the correct referees to colts 

matches was especially difficult and has meant a late conclusion to the colts league. Since the World Cup 

we have appointed to almost all the games asked for and again have been the envy of many other 

societies.  

Clubs cancelling fixtures has been a huge problem for both appointments and the membership. The RFU 

thinks that there has been a huge influx in players since the World Cup but I would like to know where 

they are. At one time the Warwickshire Leagues were seeing an 80% cancellation rate and far too often 

referees arrived at games to find them cancelled or being very short on numbers. I asked for the Referee 

Hotline to be reintroduced and this has worked at getting members matches and has generally been a 

success. Cancelled games in the Warwickshire Leagues ended up at around 25% over the season! Other 

societies fine clubs for late cancellation, perhaps our clubs get it too easy.  

On field discipline continues to cause us issues with far too many cases of referee abuse. Can I stress to 

members that we as a Society will do everything that we can to support you if this happens, including 

refusing to referee clubs where there is a continuing problem. We do have serious concerns with the 

RFU regulations and are working hard with them to address this. It is especially worrying that these 

regulations appear not to be fit for purpose where children refereeing is concerned. We also desire to 

work closely with the Warwickshire Discipline Committee but have been frustrated by their continued 

unwillingness to allow the observer at hearings, that always used to be there, and is encouraged by our 

neighbouring county CBs.  

Dartfish has been expanding this year with four cameras being used on a regular basis. Dave Chater had 

a change in shift pattern so had to drop out and Roger Ainsley quickly stood in. Thanks to Dave for all his 

work previously. John Cooper uses his own camera as does John Hall. The record was 7 games filmed 

one week-end and this compared to one neighbouring Society who were pleased to have filmed 2 

games over the season! I am sure that those who have been filmed will have seen the benefit to their 

own refereeing and from the feedback I have received you gain a lot from being able to watch your 

peers referee at levels that are relevant to your appointments. Video has been used more and more by 

the Grading Committee to enhance their decision making and by Training to identify patterns and 

therefore tailor their work. There have been one or two unfortunate incidents identified through 



Dartfish and players cited and banned with the evidence. Can I stress that we as a Society do not cite 

players for foul play but will make the evidence available to the clubs and the discipline bodies as per 

RFU regulation. It was also disappointing that I had to speak to one club about the inappropriate use of 

our videos on social media. More and more club coaches are getting access to the system and it helps us 

to fulfil our commitment to enhancing the links with our clubs and coaches.  

There are huge changes afoot in the way that societies are being looked at. At the moment we are not 

members of the RFU in the way that clubs are and consequently have not direct impact with our lack of 

a vote. The RFU also has no hold over us as far as governance is concerned. This is being changed and we 

are looking at becoming voting members of the RFU during the next season. This will mean that we will 

have to follow the RFU regulations and the RFU in turn will have governance over us. All they are 

interesting in is ensuring that we follow their regulations and rules over drugs, betting and safeguarding, 

issues none of us should worry about. It will mean a change in our rules and a big re-write of the 

Constitution has had to be carried out. It will also mean that we will have to have long and detailed 

discussions with you as members to see if this is the direction you wish the Society to take.  

We have also been successful is gaining a place on the RFU pilot scheme to fund our training and 

development. It is also designed to assist in our recruitment to cover the huge increase in the 

appointments we are having to make with the increase in player numbers! It is perhaps as important to 

be able to feedback on some potentially negative aspects as well. This could provide us with a not 

inconsiderate pot of money to enhance our T&D and to keep the costs to the clubs at the already 

extremely low levels. We may also be able to provide increased benefits to the membership in things 

like kit, exchanges, enhanced Dartfiish etc. It all happened in a great rush as one society dropped out, so 

I hope to make a more detailed presentation at the AGM. PFR funding through WRFU will continue for 

at least next season.  

We had to set up a new Facebook site at the beginning of the season so that the Exec and the Society 

membership had some degree of control over the content. This is a closed group and only Society 

members are allowed to post. This is proving successful and the information given is there to enhance 

the experience of the members that use it. It is never used in isolation as a provider of important 

information, so those that do not use Facebook do not miss out. Paul Smith’s contribution through his 

work with Wasps and the Coventry Telegraph has been especially good. The Website is the main 

provider of information and although not perfect, continues to do this. We are striving to get all the 

important stuff on there, such as policies, news items, cup and league regulations and cup draws. I 

sometimes get it wrong, or forget to do something so I apologise for that. John Neale has been a great 

help this season, since taking over as Secretary, and has full admin rights. We also use the website to 

provide us with email addresses. All the relevant bodies now have an ”@warwickref.com” email which 

means we do not have to change contact details in other published media, only who it goes to.  I also 

have access to the WRFU Facebook page and post stuff on there that is relevant to the wider user group.  

The Annual Dinner proved to be a great success and I would be interested to find the members’ views as 

to whether it stays in April. Thanks to Old Covents for the venue and superb food. Thanks also goes to 

Earlsdon and Nigel Ward for their support of our open meetings and to other clubs for holding other 

Society events. 

Open meetings have been excellent again this season, especially Greg Garner’s talk I hear. I was giving a 

talk to the local football referees at the time, now that was interesting. 



There have been far too many good news stories this year to mention all of them here and they will 

hopefully be mentioned in other reports. Just a few highlights from me: 

 Alex Thomas being promoted to the National Panel 

 Carl Adams making great strides towards Midland Group 

 Rhys, Harvey, and Adam being promoted to the Group Development Squad 

 Harry Walbaum being promoted to North Group 

 Luke Haskins being appointed Referee Development Officer for London and the South East. 

 Richard Swaffield being promoted the National AR Panel. 

 The support and guidance given by the match observers and coaches.  

 The informal reports I receive on the excellent refereeing of every one of you throughout the 

season. 

 The extremely favourable light in which the Society is held by the RFU and others that matter.  

 The amazing amount of hard work done by the Exec and others when they have so much else to 

worry about. 

 The humour, commitment, team spirit and support of each other shown by the membership, 

week in week out. 

 All the cup competitions having a final. 

 Yet again a fabulous Colts Final.  

Finally, thanks to our President John Alford for his support and guidance over the year. His link to, and 

willingness to push our cause with, the WRFU has proved invaluable and we look forward to another 

year of his Presidency. Also I have bound to have forgotten something or someone, so apologies in 

advance if I have. 

 

Ian Roberts May 2016 

 


